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S U1.iLIARY 

Details additional to those discussed in College of 

Aeronautics Report No. 73 are given of the method developed for 

the calculation of the profile drag of bodies of revolution at 

supersonic speeds and zero incidence. The method has been applied 

to a particular body of fineness ratio 7.5 (see Fig. 1) for Liach 

numbers ranging frcc 1.5 to 5.0, Reynolds numbers ranging from 

106 to 108 and transition positions ranging from the nose to the 

tail end of the body. The calculations assume zero heat transfer. 

The results indicate that the overall difference in profile drag 

between fully laminar and fully turbulent flow decreases rapidly 

with mainstream Liach number and rather more rapidly than does the 

corresponding difference for a flat plate, and at Liach numbers 

greater than about 2 the profile drag of the body with fully 

turbulent flow is less than that of a flat plate (Fig. 14). 



However, the effects of rotation in the flow introduced by the 

nose shock and secondary effects on the development of the boundary 

layer caused by the modification of the external pressure distribu-

tion due to the boundary layer have not been taken into account 

in the main body of calculations and it appears that they may 

appreciably alter the calculated profile drag values for the high 

end of the Mach number range considered bringing the value for 

the body with fully turbulent flow nearer the flat plate value. A 

further comprehensive series of calculations covering a range of 

fineness ratios is planned in which allowance for these factors 

will be made. 

- - - 

LiPLIN NOTATION 

b 	 radius of base of body 

cf 	local frictional stress coefficient in terms of 
o undisturbed stream values of velocity and density 

cf 	local frictional stress coefficient in terms of density 
n and velocity just aft of nose shock (2' /p u2) v n n 

C 	overall skin friction coefficient (based on surface area 
of body) 

form Crag coefficient (based on surface area of body) 
P 

CD 	profile drag coefficient (CI, + CD  ) 
o - P 

C
P 	

pressure coefficient Fp-p o  )6  o..;i 

C
11
10 	pressure coefficient for aft body r 

-Pb)/Pb.1 

D maximum diameter of body 

F(x),G(x) functions defined in equation (9) (see also Ref. 1) 

f, g 	function defined in equation (2) (see also Ref. 8) 

h(lJ oR0) 	function given in Ref. 1 (Fig. 2) 

H ratio of displacement thickness to momentum thickness 
of boundary layer (5*/e) 

K hypersonic similarity parameter (II
o
D/L) 

L linear dimension used in K, e.g. length of head (Lft) 
or aft body (TO 
Mach number 

1 	overall length of body 



p 	pressure 

Pb 	
pressure just in front of aft body 

r
o 	

radius of cross section of body 

Reynolds number 

distance measured along meridian profile from nose/1 

2 -  
S 	surface area of body,/ 

t 	see Fig. 1(d) 

u 	velocity component parallel to surface of body 

x 	axial distance measured from nose/1 

y 	 distance measured normal to meridian profile// 

xH 	non-dimensional axial distance for head, i.e. x//Lti  

axial distance for aft body measured from beginning 
of aft body/i 

ratio of specific heats, assumed equal to 1.4 

effective increase of cross sectional radius due to 
boundary layer 

8 	boundary layer thickness 

0 	momentum thickness of boundary layer (see equation 3) 

5* 	displacement thickness of boundary layer lsee Ref. 1) 

generalised Fohlhausen parameter (see equation 4) 

coefficient of viscosity 

exponent in temperature viscosity relation 

Frandtl nunlber 

angle between tangent to meridian profile and axis 

angles required for equivalent ogive of curvature 
method ',Ref. 7), see equation 14. 

suffix o refers to undisturbed stream values 
suffix 1 refers to local values just outside the boundary layer 
suffix n refers to values at nose just aft of nose shock 
suffix w refers to values at the surface 
suffix H relates to the forebody or head 
suffix B relates to the boat-tail aft body 
suffix L relates to laminar flow 
suffix T relates to turbulent flow 
suffix 6 relates to the effective shape allowing for displacement 

due to the boundary layer. 



1. Introduction 

In College of Aeronautics Report No. 731 the analysis 

was developed for calculating the profile drag of aerofoils and 

bodies of revolution at supersonic speeds. This present paper 

is concerned with the details of the application of that analysis 

to bodies of revolution of the type illustrated in. Fig. 1 having 

circular arc ogival heads, cylindrical centre sections and para-

bolic boat tailed aft-bodies, and the results obtained for one 

body of fineness ratio 7.5 whose geometry is given in more detail 
in the Appendix. These calculations cover free stream 3Jach 

numbers of 1.5, 2.5 and 5.0, Reynolds numbers of 106, 107, and 
2 108 and with transition positions at 0, 3  1 and 1 from the 

nose where 1 is the overall body length. A later paper will 

give the results of comprehensive calculations covering a range 

of fineness ratios. 

The term profile drag is here used (as in Report No. 73) 

to denote the drag that arises from the viscosity of the medium, 

and is thus the sum of the skin friction drag and the change in 

the wave drag clue to the presence of the boundary layer. 	This 

latter contribution to the profile drag is referred to as the 

form drag. The analysis therefore involves the determination of 

the development of the boundary layer in the laminar and turbulent 

states, and the associated change in pressure distribution from 

that given by inviscid flow theory due to the effective displace-

ment of the body surface arising from the presence of the boundary 

layer. 

The following assumptions are made:- 

(i) The heat transfer is zero. 

(ii) There is no separation of the boundary layer from the 

body. 

(iii) The value of the Prandtl number (a) is taken to be 0.72. 

(iv) The value of y is taken to be 1.40. 

(v) The value of the exponent (w) of the viscosity - tem-

perature relation (p = const. T(1)) is 8/9. 
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2. Details of the method  of analysis 

2.1. Pressure dIstribution 

Before the development of the boundary layer can be 

followed the pressure distribution on the body must be determined, 

in the first instance for inviseid flow. 

Since it is ultimately intended to consider a nurser 

of bodies of different fineness ratio it is convenient to make 

use of the hypersonic similarity lai.2'3 This law states that 

subject to certain limitations of fineness ratio and Hach number 

similarly shaped bodies of revolution at zero incidence have the 

same non-dimensional pressure distributions at the same value of 

the parameter K = 310/LI 	hicl  is the undisturbed stream 

Hach number, D is the maximum body diameter and L is the body 

length which might in this context be that of the head or boat 

tail alone ti.e. LH  or IL). Curves of the pressure coefficient 

against K for various positions downstream from the nose were 

therefore constructed. 

To obtain the pressure distributions over the forebody 

the data from Ref. 3 were used. The relevant curves are 

reproduced in Fig. 2 where KH  is the hypersonic parameter with 

thellen,91erigthltasreferelacebodYlengtharlag=7(13-100)60. Po  

For the centre section the data of Ref. 3 for a cylinder 

following an ogival head were plausibly extended and are shown in 

Fig. 3 in the form used for these calculations. 

For the boat tailed aft-body the results of the calcula-

tions by Fraenkel4  were used, supplemented for other values of 

KB  by calculations using Van Dyke's second order theory.5 The 

symbol KB  here denotes the hypersonic parameter 	the tail 

length as reference body length. It should be noted that for 

such calculations the conditions at the end of the centre section 

are assumed to be the same as the free stream conditions. Con-

sequently, the non-dimensional pressures are given in the form of 

C = 10-pio)/pb, where pb,  is the pressure immediately ahead of 

the aft-body. The results of the calculations are shown in 

Fig. 4. 
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It was initially hoped that with a Mach number range 

of 1.5 to 5.0 the pressure distribution for any overall fineness 

ratio between about 7.5 and 11 could be found with acceptable 

accuracy for the purpose of profile drag estimation fran Fig. 2, 

3 and 4. However, the effects of rotation in the flow introduced 

at the nose shock have not been included in the calculations of 

Ref. 3 on which Fig. 2 and 3 are based. Subsequent to the 

completion of much of the work described in this paper the 

attention of the authors was drawn to Ref. 6 in which allowance 

for rotation effects is made and it is clear that these effects 

can be appreciable for values of KII >1.0 and therefore for the 

body considered at llach nuvbers greater than 2.5. For the 

purpose of profile drag estimation their significance will be 

clearly less than for the estimation of wave drag, nevertheless 

it is intended to investigate this point and subsequent calcula-

tions that are planned will be made with allowance for rotation 

effects on the pressure distribution. 

2.2. The laminar boundary layer  

From Ref. 1 (equation 33) we have that the laminar 

boundary layer momentum thickness, 0, at any station si  can be 

Obtained from the formula 

2r12; 
P1ro- 

al 

, a1 g-1 2 p,u, 	r .da 
R .f u ri • 	0 

O O.11. 0 (1) 

where p1  and u1  are the velocity and density just outside the 

boundary layer, respectively, made non-dimensional in terms of 

the corresponding quantities (pn,un) just aft of the nose shock 

at the nose of the body. The Reynolds number 
	

is similarly 

defined by 

un / pn Rh - /In 

where 1 is the overall length of the body. 

The distance ES is measured along a Aeridian profile of the 

body and is made non-dimensional by dividing by 1. The functions 

f and g are given by 
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f = 9.072 	1 	0.365(y-1) LI 

g  = 9.18 + 1„4_36 	- (y-1)  0.z 1,12 It  
2 

where Hn  is the Liach number just aft of the nose shock at the 

nose of the body. 

The momentum thickness 0 is defined by 

(8  
= 	-El- 	I 4. ;Y--: 	Cos 'i".41 	14) 	..(3) 

1 	P1111 	ro 	 u1 

where y is measured normal to the body surface, 8 is the 

boundary layer thickness, ro  is the radius of cross-section of 

the body, and 	is the angle between the tangent to the meridian 

of the body and the axis. All distances are made non-diviensional 

in terms of the body length 1. 

The relation between s and the non-dimensional axial 

distance, x, is given by 
•_. 

cpc 

 

C dr 

5  = 
	moo,; 

 

2 

. (ix . 

0 0 

Given the shape of the body and the pressure distribution the 

quantities pi  maul  as functions of s(or x) can be readily 

evaluated on the assumption cf isentropic flow outside the 

boundary layer aft of the nose shock. Hence from equation 'Kl) 

the distribution of 0 along the body can be determined. 

The skin friction distribution can then be obtained 

from (equation 34, Ref. i) 

2T (A + 12)u1  
C, = 
nu 

2 - 3 R
n
.f.0 

where tiw  is the frictional stressl and 

dui 	2 9 
n 

A = 	
! us 
= • 0f pl ilw! 

The wall value of the viscosity, is.1r, is given, with the assump-

tions made, by the formula 

	Of) 

1w = 
2 u (0-2- 

 

(5) 

 



The contribution of the skin friction in the laminar boundary 

layer to the overall skin friction coefficient is then 

. x 
21t I T  = 

P
L 	

of  .ro  
- 

2 
Pn un 

• 
,2 

Po 40 
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where S.12  i s the surface area of the body, and suffix o 

relates to quantities in the undisturbed  stream and suffix T to 

the transition. point. 

From the derived distribution of 0 the distribution 

of the displacement thickness can be Obtained using the relations 

5*  = H.0 

where 

= 2.5 
_ 0.277 h 
2 

2,3. The turbulent boundary  layer  

From eouation  (36)  of Ref. 1, and taking the recommended 

values of n and C2 (6 and 0.00878, respectively) for the 

range of Reynolds number considered we have 

-1/5 1.  

6 
0.010536 Rh 	G(x)ro6/5  err); 

• 

,T 	
xT 	 ; 

r vri 

 

6 	\ F(x) (Tx- .a.,... 
6/5 

roO)T  
X

T 

  

   

exp 5  

-6
- 

F(x) Is- 
• . 	 dx 	̀ 

4,1  

and the skin friction coefficient is given by (eouation 37, Ref. 1) 

-1/5 
cf  = 0.01756 Rn 	p1t4 G(x) e-1/5 

1 where 	F(x) = at
du1  
-T- 	— (H+2) - ui  

f 	' -1/5 
G(X) = ( 	 h(:1 ,R) 

and the functions h(li1/R) and H are given in Fig. 2 and 5 of 

(8) 

Ref. 1. 



From the distribution of 0 the distribution of the 

displacement thickness 8*  is readily obtained from the relation 

s* = H.O .  

The contribution of the skin friction in the turbulent boundary 

layer to the overall skin friction coefficient is 

t°2  pn.un  
C
FT 

c
fn
.ro 2 

.XT 	... I 	Po ui 

	 ( o) 

2.3. The form dm?, 

It is shown in Ref. that the effect of the boundary 

layer on the external flow can be taken as equivalent to that of 

(lihlacing the surface outwards through a distance e nonaal to 

itself where e is related to the displacement thickness 8*  by 

the equationx  

c2 
0 = e + aro 

7e therefore require to develop a method of acceptable accuracy 

for calculating the change in the external pressure distribution 

due to this displacement of the surface which maybe assumed to 

be small except perhaps over the tail. 

The method adopted is as follows. Consider the head 

first; if we were to apply the equivalentogive of curvature' 

method of Bolton-Shaw and Zienkiewicz7  to the displaced shape, 

which we will denote by suffix c, then at each point we would 

require to determine the equivalent hypersonic parameter, lc 

and the equivalent distance downstream from the nose x
He ab 

mans of the formulae (see Ref. 7) 

ICH  = 2 Ho  tan 2 	 ( 2) 

/and ... 

m The distance c is here non-dmensional in terns of the 

overall body length Z. 



and 
Sin 

	

= 1 1 - 	 Hs 	Sin I 

The angles AL and
6  are defined in terms of the 

ordinate ro  , and its derivatives with respect to x by the 

formulae 

1 + r'
2 

+ r .r" 
U 

	

, -1 	cc 	os Oei 
= OS 

and 

	

- 1 ` 	de = tan-1 r' 	= tan 	2 I  + ro  (Ix 

Y,Te then write 

KH  = IcH 	KH  
E 

 

XH  = XH  - 
}BFI

e
}BFI

p 

and assuming that the corresponding pressure change is small we 

have 

i 80 	.1 
C
Po 

= ! a , 

	

a xi"- 	H ' 
• ,, 

ac
i a x 
8C 

where the quantities a 	and i 	P°  are determined from 
\  H 

the curves of Fig. 2, 

The form drag contribution of the head is then given by 

'III /1 	dr 
4a  • CD 	

1 - 	 C
po
. 	o r o  „dx 	

(16) 
P 	yS Sao j 

For the form drag contribution of the aft-body a 

similar though somewhat more complicated method is used. It 

was assumed that the displaced profile is parabolic in form like 

the actual profile finishing with a base radius of cross-section 

equal to 5/9 the maximum radius of cross-section. Since the 

displacement c will grow more rapidly over the forward portion 

of the tail than r decreases d(r
o+6)/dx is zero at some point 
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(13 ) 

(1 + r'2) 

• 

and 

(15) 



but we here note that 

Pc  Poe 	P - Pb  

x
e1 downstream of the beginning of the tail (see Fig. 1d). The 

displaced tail must therefore be assumed to begin at.  this point. 

:,riting It for the effective length of the displaced tail, D 

for its maximum diameter and t for i:he length of the actual 

tail minus xe1 (all lengths being made non-dimensional in terms 

of l the overall length of the body) then we have from the 

assumed parabolic formula for its profile (see the Appendix) that 

T 	
4 t2 D 

- B2 e - 9(De-2be) 	 (17) 

where b
e 

is the radius of cross-section of the displaced profile 

in the plane of the base of the actual profile. It follows that 

having determined De,  b
e 
 and xc1 and therefore t we can 

calculate AbE  . The corresponding hypersonic parameter is then 

given by 

LBc 
KBc = 	De 

	 (18) 

where H is hach number of the flow just outside the boundary 

layer at the point xci, whilst the corresponding fractional 

distance downstream from the beginning of the effective tail is 

xBE = (xBLB xel)/te 	 (19) 

Writing 

I\ KB = KBe KB 
and 

x13 = xBc xB 

we have 3C 	'1 	 ac 
I c a xT. 	 (20) 

	  (21) 

where D. 	is the pressure at xci.  -se 
Hence, it follows that the change in pressure due to the displacement 



downstream of xc1 is 
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= Pc  -P = ■ 
/0,e 
	1)0

• 	....(22) 

- D  

The effect of the displace:lent on the pressure fram just 

aft of the head to the point xe  may with reasonable accuracy be 

Obtained on the assumption that it is the same as that in a simple 

wave flow i.e. 

—2 
P 	dE 

pc-p 	:• 
as 
	 (23) 

- 1 

and in particular this formula enables us to determine the pressure 

Pbc at the point x
el 

for substitution in equation (22). The 

contribution of the aft-body to the form drag coefficient is finally 

A. 	dr 
; 	/rx 	L--12 	r 	dx 	(24) 2 	p

o 
• dx • o•  

P'B 	YS 	IB 

where /3  is the distance from the nose of the body to the 

beginning of the tail made non-dimensional in terms of the body 

length 1. 

The total form drag coefficient is then 

C
D 	

= :i% C ' 	(\ C 
D 	D i • 
P' H 	• • 	P 

It will be appreciated that if the calculated change of 

pressure over the body due to the boundary layer is large then 

the calculations of the boundary layer development should be 

repeated with the modified pressure distribution leading to a new 

value of the form drag and so on, until successive calculated 

changes in the pressure distribution due to the boundary layer 

Txoduce negligible changes in the form drag. 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. Hach number and pressure distribution 

Fig. 5 shows the calculated inviscid flow distribution 

of Hach number over the body considered for main stream Ilach 

(25) 
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numbers of 1.5, 2.5 and 5.0. It will be noted that in all cases 

the local Mach number was somewhat higher than the main stream 

value over the centre-body and aft-body. 

The corresponding calculated pressure distributions are 

shown in Fig. 6. The rapid increase in the magnitude of the 

negative pressure gradient over the head with increase of main 

stream Mach number is noteworthy. 

3.2. Skin friction results  

The overall skin friction results are shown plotted in 

different ways in Fig. 8, 9 and 10 treating main stream Mach 

number, transition position and Reynolds number as independent 

variables and the results are also given in Table T. Perhaps the 

most striking feature of these results is the fact that the 

difference between the calculated values of skin friction for fully 

laminar and fully turbulent flow decreases rapidly with increase of 

Mach number and decrease of Reynolds number and is almost negligible 

in the case 11 = 5, R = 106. In Fig. 11 the results for 
7 ° 	

o 
Ro = 10

6, 10 and 108 are compared with the corresponding results 

for a flat plate and it will be seen that whilst the clifference in 

the skin friction for fully laminar and fully turbulent flow also 

decreases markedly for the flat plate the decrease is not quite so 

great as for the body. Indeed the skin friction drag of the body 

with fully turbulent flow is less than that of the flat plate for 

Each numbers greater than about 2. 

Fig. 7 shows the distributions of skin friction over the 

body in the cases of fully laminar and fully turbulent flow at a 

Reynolds number of 10b  and for 110  = 1.5, 2.5 and 5.0 and it 

will be seen that whereas in the fully laminar case the skin 

friction over the head shows a marked increase with 11 with a 
0 

small decrease over the centre-body and aft-body, in the fully 

turbulent case there is a marked decrease in skin friction with 

increase of Rio over almost all the body except the forward half  

of the head. 

It appears that the increase in skin friction with is 

over the head in the laminar case results largely from the greater 

importance that the positive velocity gradient there plays in the 



laminar than in the turbulent case.x  Further, it is a consequence 

of the large velocity gradient over the nose that the laminar skin 

friction coefficient of the body is somewhat higher than that of a 

flat plate. The cause of the very marked fall of the skin fric-

tion over the major part of the body with increase of 110  with 

fully turbulent boundary layer is rather more difficult to assess 

closely. Inappreciable fall may be expected since it is 

inherent in the basic flat plate results on which the calculations 

are founded but we see from Fig. 7 that the calculated reduction 

is considerably greater than that for a flat plate. Referring 

to Fig. 6 ae see that over much of the body the local Mach number 
is somewhat higher than the main stream value and so we may 

expect the flat plate reduction of skin friction with 110  to be 

somewhat magnified. Further the local values of Fal ui  to which 

the local akin friction coefficient is proportional) falls with 

increase of 11
(1 in the range of Mach numbers covered. ',"ie might 

therefore expect the skin friction in the turbulent case for the 

body to decrease with Mach number somewhat more rapidly than on a 

flat plate but the actual rate of decrease is nevertheless sur-

prisingly high. However, relevant to this point are the correc-

tions that will need to be made in the extreme cases of high Mach 

number and low Reynolds number for secondary effects of the 

boundary layer on the pressure distribution reacting back on the 

boundary layer development and also for the effects of rotation. 

The possible effects of these corrections are discussed in §3.5 

where it is concluded that they may appreciably modify the picture 

at high Mach  numbers bringing the body and flat plate skin friction 

values for fully turbulent flow into closer agreement. 

3,3. Form drag results  

The results of the form drag calculations are shown 

in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 illustrates a 'carpet' plot for the case 

:o 
5. The results are also given in Table II. 

The general variations of form drag with transition 

position and Reynolds number are as described in Ref. i but the 

overall increase with Pao is at first sight surprising. This 

/appears .6. 

x In the momentum equation the term dui/de is multiplied by 
(H4-2-11) and H for the laminar boundary layer is almost twice as 
great as H for the turbulent boundary layer at any given Mach number. 
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appears to be related to the fact that whereas the boundary layer 

causes an increment in pressure over the head which increases 

fairly rapidly with Mach number in the range covered, the corres-

ponding pressure increment over the tail increases far less rapidly 

with Mach number. The reason for this can be seen from Fig. 2 

and 4 where it will be noted that the quantities (acPo /0K,) and 
(ac

P 
 /dx,H) for the head are considerably greater than the corres- 

ponding quantities 
(30111D 

 /OKB) and (acP  /axB) for the tail. io  
Changes of Mach number result most directly in changes of the 

hypersonic parameters KH  and KB  and also in same changes in the 

position parameters xH  and xB, and the net effect is that the 

positive form drag contribution of the head increases more rapidly 

with Mach number than does the negative form drag contribution 

of the tail. 

3.4. Profile drag results  

The profile drag coefficients for the cases considered 

are shown in Fig. 14 and are also given in Table III. The corres-

ponding curves for fully laminar and fully turbulent flow over a 

flat plate are shown in Fig. 14 for comparison. The general trend 

of the results is very much the sane as for the skin friction 

coefficient results showing in particular the relatively small 

effect of transition position at a Mach number of 5.0 and Reynolds 

number of 106. The contribution of the form drag is in general 

small although in the extreme case of fully laminar or fully 

turbulent flow at h = 5 it can be of the order of 10 - 15 per cent 
of the profile drag. 

3.5. Secondary effects and the effects of rotation  

It is clear that where the calculated displacement c 

of the profile is not small compared with the rAaius of cross-

section further iterative calculations may be necessary to ensure 

that the calculated development of the boundary layer is suffic- 

iently consistent with the finally determined pressure distribution. 

In the case of the fully turbulent boundary layer, N0  = 5, 
and Ro = 106  the calculated value of the ratio e/ro at the end 

of the body was indeed of the order of unity, although in all  other 



cases it was considerably smaller. This case was therefore used 

as a test case to assess the effect of a second approximation. 

The skin friction distribution was therefore recalculated using 

the pressure distribution as given at the end of the first stage 

of allowing for boundary layer effects. The results are shown 

in Fig. 15 and it will be seen that the change in skin friction 

in going from the first to the second stage is by no means 

insignificant and it results in an overall increase of the skin 

friction coefficient of about 10 per cent. This effect would 

therefore increase somewhat the small difference given by the first 

stage between the profile drag with fully laminar and with fully 

turbulent boundary layers at high Hach numbers and low Reynolds 

numbers although it would not alter the general trend of a marked 

reduction of this case inherent in the flat plate data which are 

basic to these calculations. 

However, as we have already noted, at the highest Hach 

numbers for this body the effect of rotation which has been 

ignored for these calculations weuld also make on appreciable 

effect on the pressure distribution causing in general an overall 

rise in pressure. This would therefore have a similar effect on 

the calculated skin friction as the change in pressure due to the 

presence of the boundary layer and the effects may well be of 

comparable magnitude. Je may in consequence expect that when 

full allowance is made for these corrections the fully turbulent 

profile drag values for the body will be much closer the flat 

plate value at the Each number of 5.0 than is indicated in Fig. 14. 

Nevertheless it is likely to be smaller than t he flat plate value, 

a possibility which is in interesting amtrast to subsonic results. 

In the further and more comprehensive calculations which 

are contemplated for a range of fineness ratios it is intended to 

make proper allowance for both secondary effects and the effects 

of rotation. 

4.. Conclusions  

The calculations of profile drag for the particular body 

considered indicate that the overall difference in profile drag 

between fully laminar and fully turbulent flow decreases rapidly 

with main stream Hach number and rather more rapidly than does the 
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corresponding difference for a flat plate. Indeed at Mach 

numbers greater than about 2 the profile drag of the body with 

fully turbulent flow is less than that of the flat plate. If 

this is confirmed. by more comprehensive calculations as a general 

result it will be of significance in assessing the value of 

striving for large extents of laminar flow at high Mach numbers. 

However, the effects of rotation in the flow introduced by the 

nose shock and secondary effects on the boundary layer development 

due to the modification of the external pressure distribution 

caused by the boundary layer are of appreciable significance at 

the highest Mach number considered (Ho  = 5) and it is likely 

that when allowance is made for these effects that the drag 

coefficient of the body for fully turbulent flow will be much 

closer to that of the flat plate than 	indicated by these 

calculations (Fig. 14). A further comprehensive series of cal-

culations covering a range of fineness ratios is planned in which 

allowance will be made for these factors. 
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103  SKIN 	FRICTION. 	 - C 

= 106  , 	1 07  = 103   

5.0 	1.768 	0.559 0.177 

2.5 1.740 	0.550 0.174 

1.5 1.624 0.514 0.162 

5.0 1.796 0.652 0.265 

2.5 2.214 1.015 0.536  

1.5 2.558 1.320 0.771  

5.0 1.325 1.024 0.627 

2.5 3.095 1.970 1.285 

1.5 3.977 2.629 1.751 

OVER-IL 

ti 
:Transition 
Position 

oog 
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No. 	 .Mthor 	 Title  
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TABLE I  



R = 106  R = 107 
	

R = 103  

5.0 	1.971 0.601 0.341  

2.5 	0.148 -0.004 -0.003 

1.5 	0.038 0.039 -0.011 

5.0 	1.029 0.207 0.089 

2.5 -1.201 -1.050 -0.617 

1 .5 -1.471 -1.188 -0.642 

5.0 2.769 1.839 1.225 

2 .5 -0,210 -0.350  -0.226 

1.5 -0.568 -0.307 -0.177 

1 Transition 
Position  

1002 

66r?- % 
3 

-19- 

TLBLE II  

FOPI1 DRAG COEFFICIENTS  - CD x 104 

TABLE III  

PROFILE DRAG COEFFICIENTS CD  x 10
3 

 -- o 

Transition 
	

is o 
	

R = 106  R = 107 	R = 106  

101 5.0 	1.965 	0.619 	0.211 

2.5 	1.755 	0.550 	0.174 

1.5 1.628 	0.518 0.161 

2 66-
3 
 g 5.0 1.898 0.673 0.274 

2.5 2.094 0.908 0.474 

1.5 2.411 1.201 0.707 

Og 5.0 2.102 1.203 0.750 

2.5 3.074 	1.935 1.262 

1.5 3.920 	2.593 1.733 
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AFPENDIX 

CE0i TTRY OF THE BODY COI ISIDERED 

The forebody is a circular arc ogive and hence Yiith 

origin at the nose its equation readily follows, 

. 
x
2 

r0 - 2x LH  2ru  _ 1 	= 0 
 1,‘  

The nose angle 0 is given by 

LH  
Sin 0, = 1— 

D 	 • 

For the particular body chosen T = 	 = 2.5. 

The centre-body is cylindrical and for the particular body chosen 

is of the same length as the head i.e. 1/3. 

The boat-tail is formed from a parabolic arc and is such that if 

its length had been continued to zero cross-sectional radius its 

length 	be 	.L 	where It  is its actual length. In 

consequence the base radius b is equal to? 2  e- . The equation 

of the boat-tail profile is then 

2 ro - 2 
D 	4 

9 x-3 

and its length has also been taken to be 1/3 so that 	= 2.5. 

2 

The radius of the circular ogive is 1  — 
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